JAP SURRENDER REPORTED

Jap Suicide Planed Attack Halsey’s Fleet

Reds Capture Rail City In Flank Drive

By-Pass Strong Jap Position in 133-Mile Thrust in Manchuria
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Lt. Gen. Jonathan M. Wainwright, U.S. Army, said a Chinese-Japanese force of 150,000 strong, which advanced to the north of the Manchurian railway line, had captured the rail city of Tientsin.

Bodies are removed from the Retrato & Saedor Co. in Detroit, Mich., where an explosion occurred.

13 Dead, 52 Injured in Blast

And Fire In Detroit Plant

DETROIT—A sudden flash, followed by a powerful explosion, caused the death of 13 men and the injury of 52 others yesterday afternoon at the Retrato & Saedor Co., a large tool company located at 31547 Third Avenue.

The fire followed the blaze of the rubber tire and Jap Suicide Planed Attack Halsey’s Fleet

B-29’s Strike To Prod Nips On Surrender

Potsdam Edict Accepted, Says Tokyo Radio

WASHINGTO-(UP)—The Japanese Delegation agency said early today that the Japanese government has accepted the Allied surrender terms for the note dispatched to Tokyo by the United States.

The broadcast was recorded by the FCC.

It is learned that an imperial message accepting the Potsdam proclamation is forthcoming soon.

The English language wireless dispatch said, as directed to the American zone.

The Dornit dispatch was transmitted at 9:30 a.m.

Earlier the Tokyo radio had said that an imperial message accepting the Potsdam declaration was forthcoming soon.

The dispatch was recorded by United Press in San Francisco.

The text was repeated twice after the first sudden announcement.

The earlier announcement, strangely suggesting that the Allies had received a ‘suspension’ of the United States, was followed by a second announcement.

As of midnight Monday—9:40 p.m. after the terms were transmitted to the White House—the Japanese still had not received an answer.

This and other Allied capitals want to wait and see what can be done by the Allies, and perhaps the United States, before deciding how to proceed.

King George To Open Parliament Wednesday

LONDON—The King will open Parliament Wednesday morning.

The broadcast was recorded by the BBC.